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THIRD MEETING 

Tuesday, 18 May 1982, at 9h30 

Chairman: Dr M. LAW 

1. REPORTS OF THE JOINT INSPECTION UNIT: Item 9 of the Agenda (Document EB7o/5) 
(continued) 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to comment on the following reports of the Joint Inspection 
Unit: Control and limitation of documentation in the United Nations system (Document 
J I ü / r E p/8o / i 2 ) ; Report on methods of determining staff requirements (Document JIU/rEp/81/i); 
Management services in the United Nations system (Document JIU/REP/81/З); Status of internal 
evaluation in United Nations system organizations (Document Jiu/REP/81/5); Second report on 
evaluation in the United Nations system (Document Jiu/REP/8l/б), and Report on the Application 
by the United Nations system of the Mar del Plata Action Plan on Water Development and 
Administration (Document JIü/rEp/81/8). 

Mr BOYER (adviser to Dr Brandt) said that his comment would apply to other documents, as 
well as the reports of the Joint Inspection Unit. 

He noted, in the report on the control and limitation of documentation in the United 
Nations system (document JIU/REP/80/12), that the recommendations on documentation included 
the desirability of giving increased attention to getting documents distributed to members of 
governing bodies at least six weeks in advance of meetings. To the best of his knowledge, 
document EB70/5, with its annexes, had been distributed only the previous week. That document 
was dated 30 March 1982 and so it was hard to see why it had not been possible for the majority 
of the Board - only 10 of the Board1 s members being newly elected - to receive the document 
earlier, particularly as it was worthy of more study than was possible in the present 
circumstances in view of its very substantial content. He hoped that the documentation for 
the seventy-second session would be distributed earlier• 

The limited time at the disposal of the Board at its present session, moreover, also 
militated against full discussion. Indeed, the draft resolution in the document contained 
so little substance as to seem almost unnecessary. It would be interesting to know in that 
connexion, how WHO used JIU recommendations and findings, as well as to have some idea as to 
what was being done in that regard by the other specialized agencies. There could be no 
doubt that the reduction of the quantity of documentation generated by meetings, constituted 
a desirable goal. The question of whether the Organization really needed the voluminous 
verbatim records of plenary meetings, for ins tance, was worthy of debate by some governing 
body of WHO. Consideration might also be given to the possibility of dispensing with summary 
records at those regional committee sessions that still had them. It would be useful to know 
whether there had been other occasions when there had been an extended debate by a governing 
body over JIU reports and whether other United Nations agencies submitted those issues to 
their membership. 

On the status of internal evaluation, covered by the report contained in document 
JIu/rEp/8i/5, it was noteworthy that JIU had praised WHO, as had the Board itself, for its 
achievements in respect of evaluation. However, it should be borne in mind that, as the 
Report of the External Auditor had shown, though the theory might be impressive, the practice 
of evaluation was possibly less successful* He himself would stress the need to urge 
programme managers to give constant and thorough attention to the principles of evaluation. 

Dr REID, noted that the report on methods of determining staff requirements (document 
Jiu/REP/8l/l) concentrated on methodology of determining numbers of staff rather than on their 
grading and asked whether the aspect of job evaluation had been taken into account. With the 
numerous changes taking place in office procedures, particularly in view of mechanization, there 
was a tendency for grades to show a gradual upward movement. 



Dr KILGOUR (Director, Division of Coordination), replying to the points made by Mr Boyer, 
thought that it should be possible to circulate the documents earlier ； naturally it would be 
satisfactory if members of the Board had adequate opportunity to absorb the substantive content 
of the documentation, since the discussions which took place were of great value to the 
Secretariat for its guidance. He assured members that there had been no intention of 
curtailing any discussions on the issues covered 5 and the need for prompt distribution of 
documentation would be taken into account with regard to the following year. 

As to how the recommendations of JIU were dealt with by other United Nations agencies, he 
said that the procedure was largely similar in that the reports were presented to the respective 
legislative bodies where they received the discussion which appeared warranted. It was 
apparent, from the discussions within the United Nations Administrative Committee on 
Coordination (ACC), that certain specific attitudes had evolved which were reflected in the 
ACС comments in the documentation. While there was support for the broad views of JIU, 
individual agencies reserved the right to respond to the criticisms and suggestions, made on a 
system-wide basis, by modifying them to those aspects relevant to their situation. By and 
large the criticisms were well taken, and WHO was regarded as particularly responsive to JIU 
suggestions. The internal procedure was for the JIU reports to be analysed in the first place 
by the Division of Coordination, which then forwarded them for action on the recommendations to 
divisions concerned. 

Mr MUNTEANU (Director, Division of Personnel and General Services), replying to the point 
made by Dr Reid, explained that JIU had dealt with the determination of staffing requirements 
in terms of numbers only, and had not considered job classification. However, the 
International Civil Service Commission had adopted a decision calling on all organizations of 
the United Nations common system to introduce a single post classification system using point 
factors for the determination of the appropriate grade for each professional post. The 
Commission considered that, whilst the organizations of the United Nations system used common 
salary scales, they would only provide unified employment conditions if they also applied a 
common method for job classification. This would avoid differences in the grading of com-
parable posts and prevent any unjustified upward slide of grading. In accordance with this 
recommendation, WHO had started progressively to introduce the ICSC common post classification 
system and to replace gradually its own longstanding classification standards. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, also commenting on Mr Boyer's remarks on evaluation, said that 
workers in the field were fully aware of the dangers inherent in formalized evaluation 
procedures, which did not necessarily always lead to improvements in projects but sometimes to 
defence reactions, and often proved disheartening. JIU was basing its recommendations on the 
application of a theoretical concept of evaluation within the United Nations system, with 
inadequate emphasis on initial evaluation by countries of their activities in which the United 
Nations system was involved. Indeed, any analysis of the implementation of the Mar del Plata 
Action Plan on Water Development and Administration would point to the severe discrepancy 
between the commitment expressed by governments in that regard and the lack of concrete action 
taken by them. That situation was indicative of the low degree of true built-in evaluation in 
national health systems. 

Since most WHO activities in countries were cooperative in nature, adequate evaluation 
could only be achieved in WHO as a natural follow-up of evaluation activities at the national 
level undertaken by the national authorities. One way in which the gap between theory and 
practice could be reduced would be the introduction of a more pragmatic approach to evaluation. 

The CHAIRMAN then drew attention to the draft resolution for suggested action by the 
Executive Board, contained in paragraph 7 of the report by the Director-General 
(document EB7o/5). 

The resolution was adopted. 



2. STATEMENT BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE WHO STAFF ASSOCIATIONS: Item 10 of the Agenda 
(Document ЕВ7о/б) 

The CHAIRMAN, in accordance with resolution EB57.R8, invited the representative of the 
WHO Staff Associations to make a statement on matters concerning conditions of service. 

Mr ROY (representative of the WHO Staff Associations) observed that document EB7o/6 
informed the Board of some of the concerns of the staff. Since the current session of the 
Board was a short one, he did not intend to enter into a substantive review of the problems 
faced, but would simply indicate some of the main points ； a more detailed document would be 
submitted in 1983. 

With respect to the Staff Associations' resolution requesting withdrawal of the 
Organization's acceptance of the Statute of the International Civil Service Commission， 

identical resolutions had recently been adopted by the staff of the International Labour 
Organisation and subsequently by all the staff associations and unions in the United Nations system 
at Geneva. Two regional associations of WHO had already supported the position taken. A 
staff policy based on career development was an essential element in the implementation of the 
Strategy adopted by the World Health Assembly. It was in that spirit that the Staff 
Associations would submit their proposals in January 1983. Problems of staff remuneration 
remained unsolved in most duty stations. The questions involved were undoubtedly complex but 
the staff were entitled to expect that just measures would be adopted. 

Pending the Board's session in January 1983, the staff associations would continue their 
dialogue with the administrations and other bodies responsible for defining the conditions of 
employment. The staff were prepared to be the mainspring of the Organization in the 
fulfilment of its goals. One of the Associations' purposes was to ensure that the staff 
could fulfil their tasks in the best possible conditions. They would spare no efforts to that 
end. 

3. DATE AND PLACE OF THE THIRTY-SIXTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY: Item 11 of the Agenda 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director-General) recalled that the Thirty-fifth World Health Assembly 
had decided that the Thirty-sixth World Health Assembly should be held in Switzerland in 1983. 
It was for the Executive Board to determine the specific place and date of opening of that 
Assembly. 

The Director-General suggested that the place should be the Palais des Nations in Geneva 
and that, in accordance with resolution WHA28.69 on the method of work of the Health Assembly, 
the date of the opening should be Monday, 2 May 1983. 

Decision: The Executive Board decided that the Thirty-sixth World Health Assembly should 
be held in the Palais des Nations in Geneva, opening on Monday, 2 May 1983. 

4. DATE AND PLACE OF THE SEVENTY-FIRST SESSION OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD: Item 12 of the Agenda 

Mr FURTH (Assistant Director-General) said that since January 1976 all January sessions of 
the Executive Board had begun on the second Wednesday in January. Since starting the practice 
of convening the January session on a Wednesday, the Board had usually completed its work on 
either Thursday or Friday of the third week. In fact, in 1982, the Board had completed its 
session on the Wednesday of the third week. The Board might therefore wish to adopt a similar 
schedule for the seventy-first session by convening it for Wednesday, 12 January 1983. On the 
basis of past experience the Board would probably complete its work on Thursday, 27 or Friday, 
28 January 1983. 



In resolution EB59.R8, the Executive Board had considered it desirable to continue to 
hold the sessions of the Executive Board in Geneva. The Board might therefore wish to convene 
the session at the headquarters of the Organization in Geneva, Switzerland. 

Decision: The Executive Board decided that its seventy-first session should be convened 
on Wednesday, 12 January 1983, at WHO headquarters, Geneva, Switzerland. 

5. CLOSURE OF THE SESSION 

After expressing appreciation to the Board for her election, the CHAIRMAN declared the 
seventieth session closed. 

The meeting rose at lOhlO. 


